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Student Response 1
"BEEP... BEEP... CRASH!" Jessica was awoken. She had fallen asleep at
the wheel because she was not fully in control and hadn't gained knowledge
of the roadwork site ahead. She was told that her car was smart enough for
driving alone. There was no need for anyone to be alert because it was
supposed to know what it was doing. "Driverless Cars Are Coming" reveals the
dangers of driverless cars by showing their extreme costs of money, not
being 100% effective, and even the possibility of risking the safety of
people.
First, driverless cars would cost tremendous amounts of money. The
text states, "These smart-road systems worked surprisingly well, but they
required massive upgrades to existing roads, something that was simply too
expensive to be practical." This reveals the effectiveness of driverless
cars with new roads, but also the terifying amounts of money that would be
spent to create such a luxury. Even the author informs the impractical
comfort. The text also states, "Without the option of smarter roads,
manufacturers turned to smarter cars-- but... they needed a whole lot of
sensors." This shows that since the roads would be extremely costing,
companies tried better cars. Better cars means that they would have to have
major technology to be as effective as an alert human. Either way, whether
with new roads or smarter cars, driverless cars would be very damaging to
the pocketbook.
Not only would driverless cars cost a decent amount, but they would
also not be 100% effective. The text reads, "... none of the cars developed
so far are completely driverless... but all are designed to notify the
driver when the road ahead requires human skills." This shows the
ineffectiveness of the driverless car. If someone wants this type of car,
they wouldn't get the full luxury of relaxing. The car would not be able to
do certain things causing them to need a driver. The text also reads, "This
means the human driver must remain alert and be ready to take over when the
situation requires." This, again, shows that the driver would always need to
be attentive and prepared to step in and work through certain situations.
The driverless car would be useless because the driver is still alert and
focused on what's ahead.
Lastly, the ineffectiveness on the driverless car is huge, but not as
impacting as the safety of the "driver" and the passengers. The author
writes, "Most driving laws focus on keeping drivers, passengers, and
pedestrians safe, and lawmakers know that safety is best achieved with alert
drivers." This provides the information about risks that would take place
with a driverless car. Alert drivers see what could happen and they are able
to predict the possibilities of crashes or accidents. A machine wouldn't be
able to think about what other drivers are about to do let alone determine

the best possible option to escape the collision. The author also writes,
"If the technology fails and someone is injured, who is at fault--the driver
or the manufacturer?" With driverless cars, it would be very difficult to
determine who is at fault in certain situations. The judge isn't going to be
able to ask the car why it did what it did or see if the car was built
wrong. It would be a long, stressful task to solve who was as fault.
Driverless cars could be very risky to pursue because of the money,
effectiveness, and safety concerns. "Driverless Cars Are Coming" did provide
many examples of the luxury it would be to have driverless cars that would
perform like a taxi service. This article also was informative of the
dangers of these cars and what might happen because of them. The decision
still has to be made. A car that would be luxurious, but would invite
disaster? Or, sticking with tradition and providing safety for the
generations to come?

Writing
- 5 pts
Writing
5 - The response hooks the reader with a possible scenario of the
dangers of driverless cars. It fully develops the main idea by stating three ideas
("Driverless Cars Are Coming" reveals the dangers of driverless cars by showing
their extreme costs of money, not being 100% effective, and even the possibility
of risking the safety of people). Also, well-chosen details support each idea. The
response is well organized and cohesive, with a solid introduction and
conclusion. Some transitions are weak (First, Lastly) and there are minor
inconsistencies in the phrasing of sentences and vocabulary (Even the author
informs the impractical comfort). Holistically, the response represents a Score
Point 5.

LanguageLanguage
Conventions
- 4 pts
Conventions
4 - The response demonstrates full command of most
conventions, with minor errors in sentence structure and one spelling error
(terifying). This response represents a strong Score Point 4.

Student Response 2

Writing
- 4 pts
Writing
4 - The response adequately presents three main ideas (Google’s cars
are Not truly driverless, humans must remaine alert, and why this is not
approved by law) and supports the ideas with sufficient details. Ideas are
organized logically and most transitions enhance meaning (Without the car
being truly driverless is it a truly driverless car?. . . Although the cars may be able
to get you from point A. to point B, you still would have to be alert); however,
the response provides a weak conclusion. The response demonstrates control of
vocabulary and complex sentence patterns. The persuasive style is appropriate
for the task there is a sense of audience (There is truly no purpose of getting a
“driverless car” when you still may have to drive). This response earns a Writing
Score of 4.

LanguageLanguage
Conventions
- 4 pts
Conventions
4 - This response has superior command of both
grammar and sentence structure. The minor punctuation errors, spelling errors
(dosen’t, remaine, opposit), and capitalization issues (Men didn’t Show off . . . the
car is Not driverless) do not impede comprehension. This response earns a
Grammar Score of 4.

Student Response 3
I strongly agree with driverless cars. We are a building nation and
need to keep building and keep changing for the best of us. We have been
changing since the Industrial time in our history. The ideas we have came up
with and the things we have made are uncontrolably amazing. Since then we
have build a strong independent nation. We need to move just one more step
in our world, and that is the driverless cars.
As in the passege "In the 1980s, automakers used speed sensors at the
wheels in the creation of antilock brakes." That specific line is proof that
we are still incredibly building a strong nation. We have the brains now,
and so we need to make the ideas. Driverless cars can and will save
thousands of lives. I wouldn't understand why anyone wouldnt want to save
peoples lives. In the long run this idea is the best idea google or car
manufacters have came up with.
Especially if it has to do with drivers that text. Everyday someone
either gets hurt or is dead, because of a driver who textes behind the
wheel. With the driverless car we would rarely have to not worry about the
drivers who text. Technology has changed the world for the good and bad.
This idea is deffinitly the best idea ever.
Though there are also the cons about this wonderful idea. The driver
still has to be paying attention on the road and car to be prepared. To be
prepared to take the wheel at any time the car alerts you. Sorry, but there
won't be any sleeping on this car ride today. Also, all of the money this is
going to cost us to even get the idea started will be uncontrolably
hazardess to we the people. One other thing could be that the sensors could
easily glitch and throw the car off balance completely. Not everything we
make or come up with is perfect.
The whole idea of this i believe is to keep us moving through time and
ability of our world. "Mercedes-Benz, Audi, and Nissan plan to have cars
that can drive themselves by 2020." The great that, that would be for us,
and the how big that step would be. Now all we have to do unfortunetly is
wait.

WritingWriting
- 4 pts
4 - The response adequately develops a position (We need to move just one more
step in our world, and that is the driverless cars). Details, however, are mainly unsupported
statements (Driverless cars can and will save millions of lives . . . we would rarely have to not
worry about the drivers who text). More specific details are used to support the counterargument (The driver still has to be paying attention . . . all of the money this is going to
cost . . . the sensors could easily glitch and throw the car off balance); this affects the ability to
present a unifying theme that supports driverless cars. While there is an introduction, body,
and conclusion, transitions between and within paragraphs are weak and the writing lacks
cohesiveness. Vocabulary is somewhat controlled and there is an attempt to maintain a style
appropriate to the purpose. Holistically, this response is a low Score Point 4.

LanguageLanguage
Conventions
- 3 pts
Conventions
3 - The response demonstrates errors in punctuation and spelling
(uncontrolably, passege, hazardess) that have a minimal impact on comprehension.
Capitalization and sentence structure are generally controlled, illustrating both varied
sentences and sentence fragments (Especially it has to do with drivers that text). The
frequency of errors, however, makes this response a low Score Point 3.

Student Response 4

In "Driverless Cars Are Coming," the author provides many positives and
negatives about the evolution of cars driven without any human interference.
Their discussion points are questions raised over how driverless cars
operate, the history, problems then and now, law officals' decisions on
agreeing with or banning smart cars, and how long more progress will take.
From how the author describes the progress made by many decades, there
should be more development of smart cars. It is practically on its way at
lightning speed.
There have been many different models of driverless cars, but very few have
been sucessful or profitable. In the 1950s, there were concept cars that
drove on a special test track with electric cables, but they proved to be
unsucessful. In the 1980s, speed sensors were tested in the creation of
antilock brakes, and within a decade, they became more advanced. The modern
model of driverless cars has been developed for about a decade and is said
to be for public use in 2020, though several states have not been convinced
of the car's capabilities. The evolution of these cars has come a long way,
and someday, they will be in our own lives.
There is no shortage of support for driverless cars because there is not
shortage of support for the future. It evolves the same as we do year after
year. Although, the next thought in about 20-30 years will be how to top the
model we adopt as our own. If there is a device that shows how far history
has brought us, it would have to be the automobile. Whether it is with a
wind-up engine or no driver assistance, there is a place for change and the
world is on its way to a postive future.

Writing
- 3 pts
Writing
3 - The response attempts to establish a main idea (there should be more
development of smart cars) and offers some details, but their relevance is unclear
and progression is difficult to follow because ideas are not grouped effectively.
While there is a beginning, middle, and end, the second paragraph repeats the
history of the development of driverless cars, resulting in weak organization and
undeveloped ideas. The response is closer to a summary of the article than a
persuasive essay. The response demonstrates good control of vocabulary and
complex sentence. Holistically, the response earns a Score Point 3.

LanguageLanguage
Conventions
- 4 pts4 - The response demonstrates a good command of
Conventions
conventions. Minor errors in spelling (sucessful, postive), grammar (because there
is not shortage of support for the future), and punctuation do not impede
comprehension. There is good control of sentence structure and capitalization,
making this response a solid Score Point 4.

Student Response 5

Driveless cars would help with the traffic. There wouldn't be very much
traffic if they got cars to fly. But the bad thing about driveless cars
would be that there would be alot of air pollution because of all the stuff
from the cars. Most of the peope who work on cars for a living would lose
there jobs because cars would be completely different. If they didn't make
driveless cars and we still had regular cars it would be alot better.
Regular cars would be better to have around, they don't do much pollution
for us. They maybe alot easier to drive compared to driveless cars, but
regular cars could be alot safer also. My position on driveless cars is that
I don't think they should make them because the cars we all have and own
today are better now then they ever were before. They shouldn't have to
change a car because they want to, the people who want to change the cars
should askpeople around the world if thats what they really want. They
should fouce more on the people then the cars. Thats my argument about
regular and driveless cars.

Writing
- 2 pts
Writing
2 - This response offers a position, but does not provide a clear main
idea (I don’t think they should make them because the cars we all have . . . today
are better). The lack of focus and organization hinders communication of ideas,
making the progression of text confusing. There is no introduction, a onesentence conclusion (That’s my argument about regular and driveless cars.), and
the body of text contains a stream of ideas that are not connected. The writing
demonstrates minimal vocabulary control and does not establish a tone. This
response earns a Writing Score of 2.

LanguageLanguage
Conventions
- 3 pts
Conventions
3 - The response demonstrates good control of
capitalization conventions and sentence structure. Errors in spelling (alot,
driveless), punctuation (that’s), grammar (they don’t do much pollution for us),
and paragraphing do not seriously impede the flow of communication. This
response earns a Score Point 3 in Language Conventions.

Student Response 6

The article "Diverless Cars Are Coming," well there is postive ans negitive
things about it.Just like there is positive and negitive things in life.
Such as a death in the fsniln that is a negitive thing. Poitive is that you
can work and have money.
Here are some poitive things: You would not have to spend so much money
on gas because it said it only uses half the gas. It is far more flexiable
then mor busses. "Google cofounder sergey Brin can."
Here are some negitive things. Pepli would get lazy and not do
anything such as not going to play with thier childran. They would not want
to walk be to be heathy. Wont to to able to do anything because they are to
do any thing.
That is my opain in suppor about the drivless car.

WritingWriting
- 2 pts
2 - The response attempts a main idea and demonstrates some
development (there are postive and negitive things about it . . . You would not
have to spend so much money on gas . . . It is far more flexiable than mor
busses). However, the response includes little information and the quote is
confusing. While the response uses paragraphs and has an introduction and a
conclusion, the conclusion is ineffective and the introduction goes off on a
tangent (positive and negative things in life). The response demonstrates
minimal control of vocabulary; however the writing exhibits some fluency, but
has difficulty establishing a tone. Some ideas in third paragraph are not
connected well to the idea of driverless cars (People would get lazy). This
response earns a Writing Score of 2.

LanguageLanguage
Conventions
- 1 pt1 - The response demonstrates fair control of
Conventions
capitalization, punctuation, and paragraphing, but spelling errors are consistent
(negitive, flexiable), demonstrating minimal control of conventions. Errors in
sentence structure often impede the flow of communication (Wont to to able to
do anything because they are to do any thing.) and help earn this response a
Score Point 1 in Language Conventions.

Student Response 7

My position on the driverless cars is that we should have them, but not
right posible in the near future but not right now. The reason for that is
because we don't have the techonolgy or the money to make the cars. After
they are made no one will have enough money to buy one or even test drive.

WritingWriting
- 1 pt1 - The response is clearly connected to the task (My position on
driverless cars is that we should have them) but includes little information to
develop the topic. The response is too brief to demonstrate organization or
focus. There is minimal control of vocabulary. This response earns a Writing
Score of 1.

LanguageLanguage
Conventions
- 1 pt1 - While the errors do not impede comprehension,
Conventions
there are too many in relation to the length of the response to score higher than a
1. There is minimal control of spelling (posible, techonolgy) and sentence
structure (but not right posible in the near future but not right now). This
response earns a Grammar Score of 1.

